2015 SUU Geology Field Camp

Suggested Gear List

Field Dress Code: all students must wear boots that support the ankle and appropriate clothing (long pants are recommended while in the field). Also essential is an easily carried rain suit or poncho, and some type of hat. Beyond these, bring clothes suitable for fieldwork. It may be chilly at night, especially when camping.

Day Gear
- Day pack
- At least 2 liters of water. A hydration system such as a Camelbak or something similar is recommended.
- Hiking boots
- Field notebook
- Pencils
- Colored pencils
- Hand lens
- Geologic rock hammer
- Protection from sun (hat, sunscreen, chapstick, etc.)
- Protection from rain
- Lunch/snacks/water

Camping Gear (this gear can be rented from SUU if you need)
- Sleeping bag
- Sleeping pad
- Tent (share if you like)
- Warm clothes
- Cooking supplies if you have them (stove, pan, dish, spoon, camp soap, etc.)
- Dinners, breakfasts, and lunches (share duties if you like)
- Toiletries, headlamp, etc.
- Camp chair (optional)

SUU will provide the following:
- Brunton transit compass
- Field clipboard
- Jacob staff
- Scale
- GPS units when appropriate
- Tracing paper